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Abstract—In this paper, motion learning (maze prob-
lem) of bipedal walking robot in POMDPs (Partially Ob-
servable Markov Decision Processes) environment is real-
ized by the Profit Sharing that can learn deterministic pol-
icy for POMDPs environments. In this research, the Profit
Sharing that can learn deterministic policy for POMDPs
environments which can obtain the deterministic policy by
using the history of observations is employed. We carried
out a series of experiments using bipedal walking robot,
and confirmed that motion learning (maze problem) can be
realized by the Profit Sharing that can learn deterministic
policy for POMDPs environments.

1. Introduction

Reinforcement learning is one of the most active re-
search areas in artificial intelligence, and it is a computa-
tional approach to learning whereby an agent tries to max-
imize the total amount of reward[1]. Reinforcement learn-
ing algorithms attempt to find a policy that maps states of
the world to the actions the agent ought to take in those
states. Recently, we have proposed the Profit Sharing
that can learn deterministic policy for POMDP (Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes)s environments[2].
This method can obtain the deterministic policy by us-
ing the history of observations. Moreover, we applied
this learning method to the real robots (bipedal robot and
quadrupedal walking robot)[4][5]. However, these problem
are not in POMDPs environments.

In this paper, motion learning (maze problem) of bipedal
walking robot in POMDPs environment is realized by
the Profit Sharing that can learn deterministic policy for
POMDPs environments[2].

2. Profit Sharing that can Learn Deterministic Policy
for POMDPs Environments

Here, we explain the Profit Sharing that can learn de-
terministic policy for POMDPs environments[2] which is
used in this research.

In the learning method, when an observation is judged as
perceptual aliasing, an action is selected based on the his-
tory of observations. In the observation judged as percep-
tual aliasing, if enough observation sequences are not con-
sidered when an action is selected, observation sequences

including past observation are also considered. Moreover,
in this learning method, the deterministic rate of actions of
each observation and the progress of learning in order to
detect perceptual aliasing.

The flow of the learning method is shown in Fig.1.

2.1. Action Selection

In this learning method, the action is selected based on
the ratio of rule values of the current observation by the
Boltzmann selection when the state which is not judged
as perceptual aliasing. In contrast, the action is selected
based on the ratio of rule values of observation sequences
by the Boltzmann selection when the state which is judged
as perceptual aliasing,

In the observation at the time x (ox), the action a is se-
lected based on the probability P(ox, a, x). The probability
P(ox, a, x) is given by

P(ox, a, x) =



exp(qn(ox, a)/T (ox))∑
b∈CA

exp(qn(ox, b)/T (ox)),
(ox < CPA)

exp(qn(ox, a)/T (ox)) + Q(ox, a, x)∑
b∈CA

(
exp(qn(ox, b)/T (ox)) + Q(ox, b, x)

)
,

(ox ∈ CPA)

(1)

where qn(ox, a) is the normalized value for the rule (ox, a),
T (ox) is the temperature for the observation ox, CPA is the
set of observations and observation sequences which are
judged as perceptual aliasing, and CA is the set of actions.
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Figure 1: Flow of Profit Sharing that can Learn Determin-
istic Policy for POMDPs Environments [2].
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And, Q(ox, a, x) is the summation of values for the rules on
the observation at the time x (ox) considering observation
sequences, and it is given by

Q(ox, a, x) =
∑

oi→O∈Cre f (x)

exp(qn(oi → O, a)/T (O)) (2)

where oi → O is the observation sequence which includes
the observation oi before the observation sequence O, and
Cre f (x) is the set of observations and observation sequences
which are used for the action selection at the time x.

2.2. Judgment of Perceptual Aliasing

(1) Judgment for Each Observation in Episode

In this learning method, whether each observation in per-
ceptual aliasing is judged using the deterministic rate of ac-
tions in each observation and the progress of learning.

(a) Deterministic Rate of Actions in Each Observation

In the learning process, if the plural actions to be selected
in order to obtain the reward in the same observation, the
action is selected stochastically. In this learning method,
the deterministic rate of actions in each observation which
is used in the Extended On-line Profit Sharing with Judg-
ment (EOPSwJ)[3] is used to detect perceptual aliasing.

The deterministic rate of actions in the observation at the
time x (ox), d(ox, x) (0 ≤ d(ox, x) ≤ 1) is given by

d(ox, x) =
∑
a∈CA

(P(ox, a, x) − Pini)2/N (3)

where CA is the set of actions, P(ox, a, x) is the action se-
lection probability for the action a in the observation at the
time x (ox), Pini is the initial action selection probability,
and N is the normalization constant.

(b) Progress of Learning

The progress of learning in the observation at the time x
(ox), l(ox, x) is given by

l(ox, x) =
{

I(ox), (ox < CPA)
min{I(O)|O ∈ Cre f (x)}, (ox ∈ CPA)

(4)

where I(ox) is the update times of the the rule value for the
observation ox, I(O) is the update times of the rule value
for the observation sequence O. And Cre f (x) is the set of
observations and observation sequences which are used for
the action selection at the time x in the last episode.

(c) Total Judgment

The observation whose progress of learning is high and
deterministic rate of actions is low (that is, the action se-
lection is stochastic) is judged as perceptual aliasing. That
is, for the observation at the time x (ox) in the last episode
which satisfies the condition which is given by

ϕ(l(ox, x))(1 − d(ox, x)) > θPA, (5)

the observation ox is regarded as perceptual aliasing. Here,
θPA is the threshold for judgment of perceptual aliasing.
And ϕ(·) is given by

ϕ(u) = 1/(1 + exp(−(u − θl))) (6)
where θl is the threshold.

(2) Update of Set of Observations and Observation Se-
quences Which Are Judged as Perceptual Aliasing CPA

The set of observations and observation sequences which
are judged as perceptual aliasing CPA is updated based on
the observations which are judged as perceptual aliasing.

(a) Decision of Observation Sequence Which Is Added
to CPA

If the condition given by Eq.(7) is satisfied, the observa-
tion sequence which is added to the set CPA is determined.

ox ∈ CPA ∩CPA E (7)

Here, CPA E is the set of observations which are judged as
perceptual aliasing in the last episode.

The observation sequence which is added to the set CPA

for the observation ox, OPA(x) is given by

OPA(x) = argmax
(o→O)∈{Cre f (x)∩CPA}

{d(o→ O)} (8)

where Cre f (x) ∩CPA is the set union of the set of observa-
tion sequences which are considered in the action selection
at the time x and the set of the observations which are not
judged as perceptual aliasing. d(o → O) is the determinis-
tic rate of actions for the observation sequence o → O and
it is given by

d(o→ O) =
∑
a∈CA

(P(o→ O, a) − Pini)2/N (9)

where Pini is the action selection probability and N is the
normalized constant. P(o → O, a) is the probability that
the action a is selected for the observation sequence o→ O
and it is given by

P(o→ O, a) =
exp(qn(o→ O, a)/T (O))∑

b∈CA

exp(qn(o→ O, b)/T (O))
(10)

where qn(o → O, a) is the normalized rule value (o →
O, a) and T (O) is the temperature in the observation se-
quence O.

(b) Update Set of Observations and Observation Se-
quences Which Are Judged as Perceptual Aliasing CPA

Then, the observation sequences determined in (a) and
the observations judged as perceptual aliasing are added to
the set CPA.

CPA ← CPA ∪CPA E ∪ {OPA(x)|x : ox ∈ CPA ∩CPA E} (11)
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2.3. Learning

When the agent obtains the reward, the rule values are
updated after the judgment of perceptual aliasing.

(1) Update of Value of Rule q(o, a)

The update times of the rule value I(o, a) and the rule
value q(o, a) are updated as

q(o, a) ←
(
1 − 1

I(o, a)

)
q(o, a) +

r · F(o)
I(o, a)

(12)

((o, a) ∈ {(ox, ax)|x = 1, · · · ,W})

where r is the reward, and F(o) is the reinforcement value
for the rules in the observation o and it is given by

F(o) =
1
/

(W − xo) (13)

where W is the episode length, and xo is first time when
the observation o is observed.

(2) Update of Value of Rule q(O, a)

If it is considered that the observation sequence O →
ox(∈ Cre f (x)) is used for only action selection at the time
x, the update time of the rule value (O → ox, ax) (I(O →
ox, ax)) and the rule value q(O→ ox, ax) are updated as

q(O→ ox, ax) ←
(
1 − 1

I(O→ ox, ax)

)
q(O→ ox, ax)

+
r · F(ox)

I(O→ ox, ax)
(14)

where r is the reward. F(ox) is the reinforcement value
for the observation sequence (O → ox) whose last is the
observation ox.

If it is considered that the observation sequence O →
ox(∈ Cre f (x)) is used for action selection at plural times, the
update time of the rule value (O → ox, ay) (I(O → ox, ay))
and the rule value q(O→ ox, ay) are updated as

q(O→ ox, ay) ←
(
1 − 1

I(O→ ox, ay)

)
q(O→ ox, ay)

+
r · F(ox)

I(O→ ox, ay)
(15)

where ay is the action at the time y which satisfies

ox = oy (16)

and

argmin
x=1,···,W

{(O→ ox) ∈ (Cre f (x) ∩Cre f (x′)) |x , x′} ≤ y. (17)

If the action ay appears plural times in the episode, the
values of all rules for the action are updated one time.

If the observation sequence O → ox appears in plural
times in an episode, the values of all rules for the pair of
the action and the observation ox after the observation se-
quence O → ox appears first in the episode are updated
equally.
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Figure 2: Bipedal Walking Robot

3. Motion Learning of Bipedal Walking Robot

3.1. Bipedal Walking Robot

Figure 2 shows the bipedal walking robot (Rapiro) which
has 12 axes. In Fig.2, red circle shows PSD (Position Sen-
sitive Detector) distance sensor. And, 1∼4 show servo mo-
tors which are used to walk. The bipedal walking robot
moves from the start to the goal in a maze, and learns the
actions to move on shorter (shortest) route.

3.2. Observations

In this research, PSD distance sensor value is used as the
observation. The used PSD sensor can be detected 20∼150
cm. So, the quantized value (four states) is used as the
observation.

3.3. Actions

In this research, the robot selects one of three actions (a0
: Go Forward, a1 : Turn Light, a2 : Turn Right)

3.4. Reward

In this research, observation and action sequences from
the start to the goal are treated as one episode. In each
episode, the robot obtained the reward when the robot
reaches the goal. The reward r is calculated based on the
number of steps.

r =
{−0.1t + 10 (t < 100)

0 (otherwise) (18)

where t is the number of steps from the start to the goal.
If the number of steps until the robot reaches the goal is
small, the robot gains more rewards.

4. Experiment Results

Here, we examined motion learning (maze problem) of
bipedal walking robot by the Profit Sharing that can learn
deterministic policy for POMDPs environments.

4.1. Learning by Robot

Figure 3 shows the transition of steps per episode in the
learning of the robot. In this experiment, maximum steps
per episode was set to 100, and 100 steps means that the
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Figure 3: Transition of Steps in Learning of Robot.
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Figure 4: Route in 200th Trial (Robot).
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Figure 5: Transition of Steps in Learning (Simulation).
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Figure 6: Route in 3600th Trial (Simulation).

robot could not reach the goal. Figure 4 shows the route in
200th trial. In the 200th trial, the robot reaches the goal in
27 steps.
4.2. Learning in Simulation

Here, the learning in the simulation in the same maze
problem was carried out. Figure 5 show the transition of
steps per episode (average steps per 10 trials) in the learn-
ing. Figure 6 shows the route in 3600th trial. In the 3600th
trial, the robot reaches the goal in 17 steps.
4.3. Learning by Robot using Result in Simulation

Here, the learning by robot using the result in the sim-
ulation in the same maze problem was carried out. Figure
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Figure 7: Transition of Steps in Learning of Robot using
Result in Simulation.
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Figure 8: Route in 39th Trial (Robot after Simulation).

7 show the transition of steps per episode in the learning.
Figure 8 shows the route in 39th trial.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, motion learning (maze problem) of
bipedal walking robot has been realized by the Profit
Sharing that can learn deterministic policy for POMDPs
environments[2]. We carried out a series of experiments
using bipedal walking robot, and confirmed that the robot
can learn the route from the start to the goal by the Profit
Sharing that can learn deterministic policy for POMDPs
environments.
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